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Moynihan Expected
Here This Spring
Reed Resigns; Leaves OCS
With Uncertain Future
By DAVID FELDMAN
Daniel Patrick Moynihan. the
outspoken and controversial former
U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations. will speak at Kenyon this
spring.
"We're trying for an April date,"
said Prof. Alan Batchelder, chair-
man of the Faculty' Lectureships
Committee. This Friday he will call
Moynihan, but he doubts thai the
call wiu make final all arrangements.
As a civil servant, Moynihan
would have been prohibited from
accepting a fee. but his recent
resignation from his UN post to
return to his teaching post at Har-
vard's Kennedy School of Gover-
nment will enable him to get paid for
his lectures. 8atchhelder foresees no
monetary obstacles, but he did say
that "major figures command four
digit~...
The idea of bringing Moynihan to
kenyon originated last spring.
Batchhelder said. "I admired him
very much. l think he is a man whose
ideas are important. and it would be
an advantage for this community to
ear him .... "
ByCONNIE P'LATTENBURG
Donald Reed. the director of
Kenyon's Off-Campus study
program since its inception, will
leave the school at the end of this
academic year, He told the Collegian
he was uns ure about the future of
ocs.
There 'has been no indication from
the college, according to geed.as to
whether or not his post will be filled
by anyone when he---and his wife
leave Gambier to pursue their
doctorate degrees,
"I have no reason to expect that
the office of the Off-Campus Study
will be continued next year," Reed
said, "However, this doesn't mean
the program win disintegrate.
Possibly. it would be integrated into
several different offices."
Reed was appointed as first
director of DCS four years ago when
the office began. Since then. he has
developed new programs as well as
involved Kenyon in already existing
ones. "The primary reason of DeS."
Reed explained. "is to work with
students who plan to be gone from
school. either for a year or a
semester. and help them identify a
course of study which will fully
integrate with the work at Kenyon
and after Kenyon."
To Reed "off-campus" may mean
someplace as far away as Japan or as
close as Mount Vernon. Together
with the English Department. he
developed the Exeter Program, now
in its first year. Currently, 14
students and one professor from
Kenyon are living in England. (For
more on the Exeter Program, see the
article elsewhere on this page.] Reed
is also responsible for the 66 others
who have chosen to study elsewhere,
/
Batchhelder's first letter to
Moynihan received a polite "no" for
an answer, but his second request
met with a more favorable reply.
Moynihan said "Kenyon is a hard
institution to say "no" to, And by
next spring, things here may have
quieted down a bit. So let me accept
in principle, and when spring comes
we will try to work out an ap-
propriate date!'
Sophomore K uri Myers
New IFe President Sees
Flaws In Fraternity Image
B)" DAVID BUCEY
''I'd like to s how people that improve IFC communications' with
fraternity men aren't just a bunch of college administration. Senate. and
alcoholics, that some very good Student Council. He believes the task
things happen in fraternities," said to be a difficult, but not in-
Kurt Myers. a member of Delta surmountable one. A great obstacle
Kappa Epsilon (DKE) and the newly to this goal, however, is the in-
elected Interfraternity Council (IFq creasing vandalism on the Hill.
president, "A subcommittee has been formed
Myers cited a poor relationship 10 investigate the reasons of this
with independents and women as vandalism, tt Myers explained, urgiftg
one. of the biggest problems now that "IFC. although it will not act as
facing fraternities. "Many people a police force, will continue to do its
have blatantly bad opinions of best to combat the problem."
fraternities even though they attend Myers believes much of the
fraternity parties and enjoy damage has been done by "frustrated
them ... they think there's very little students who seek a release from
else to them. I would like to see IFC their academic pressures. These
attempt to solve this problem." people get drunk, decide to take out
Furthennore. Myers believes that their aggressions on inanimate
the lFC must instill respect for the objects, and bust them up." But he'
overall fraternity system within each didn't think that the recent rise in
of the individual fraternities. Some vandalism would go uncbecked.
fraternities, he said, tend to (Conrinuroon'page4j
stereotype others "unfairly ...
"Fraternity interaction outside of
the party situation is needed to solve
this situation," Myers said. "1FC
must strive to bring unity to the
Hilt."
"IFC is very distant· from the in-
dividual fraternities right now. I
would like to al1eviate this problem
to a certain extent by opening myself
lip to the tr.lrious fraternities,
especially when decisions are to be
lllade. I will always be open to
suggestions; Iwant to do what the
fraternities want ... ·
Myers' specific ideas for im-
proving this fraternity-c0n;tmunity
relationship include publication of
an IFC bulletin, similar to
Newscope, designed to "show the
accomplishments of frat men and
fraternities in advancing the college
and community.* He also wants to
organize an IFC flmctiol1 for the
entire college.
Myers doesn't want his ideas to
dominate in determining IFC policy:
''My job is to mediate. I won't let my
personal feelin.s interfere with the
group's objecti'YIs,"
Another goal of Myers' is to
Kurt Myers
for either a semester or a year, either
in a foreign country or in the United
States.
In alliance with the French
Department. Reed has begun a
cooperative French program with
Earlham College.
Reed may claim partial credit for
tile Off-Campus Activities Program
in Psychology (OAPP) which enables
Kenyon students to work with Mt. N
Vernon social agencies. Currently, he !
is working with Prof. Marie Fred- i
donne on plans for an archheological t:
dig on the Kokosing River Valley. ~
Reed's contract expires June 30. E
He and his wife will then pursue their £.
studies at one of three universities in i
the south, Once he gets a Ph.D in j
History and Philosoghy of ~
Education. Reed plans to teach and -
continue his work in educational
edmtnlstreuon. Donald Reed
Modern Languages Get
Modern Lab Facilities
By MARK BELDEN
After 16 years of lobbying, the already have their own cassette
Modem Foreign Language depar- recorders. For those who don't, or
tment will finally have the advantage who need a place where they can
of a language tape recording facility listen, there will be the facility,"
next fall. if everything goes according The "facility" will be located in
to plan. "It will be done this sum- thesouthcastcorneroftbeAscension
mer," said Provost Bruce Haywood. HaD. Mr. Piano's present office wiD
"We might have attempted it over become the 'itoraae area and tape
Christmas vacation, but the plans library, which will also house tbe
had not been worked out sufflcientiy soundproof recording booth. The
in advance." area now occupied by the offices of
The plans include about one dozen Professors Gllabert and Seymour will
semi-soundproof cubicles and one house the cubicles for Iistenins.
completley soundproof booth in "The purpose of such a facUit)',"
which students can record themselves said Hecht, "is to help a fU'St or
and _p~ it back, Also planned are second year student to famili8lbe
new recording equipment for copying himlldf with tm! sounds of me
master tapes of lessons onto' Ianaua&e while also understa8d.iDJ
cassettes, a new higb·speed copier for the meaning of the words and pttioa
mass-producing the lessons on a mental picture, Ualess JO'1 haW
cassettes, and new cassette playen some way of recaJlinB the SOdtIdi.
for listening to the tapes., you are handi~. Wetry to make
Advu.... a slow transition from a very aotive
~ "l!. one way, It is an advantage audio-liDgua1 apprGllCh to a ftI8diDJ
I that we delayed so long," said Peter approach_ If one wants co bep 00-r Seymour, profes SOT of French. ~e spe:akins the lanauase, there an:Idevelopment of the tape cassette courses, and of course there _
o has vinually outmoded all other soundmatcrialsavaDabIt ."
~ methods of audio reproduction for Hecht' bas been ildvocatina taoh-.i purposes such as ours ," facility sioce be joined the ... htre-
§ Edmund Hecht. Professor of in 1960, "The thiq [ CItI't ~
Ui German and Dutch said, "The great de:t'iiand," be saip; 41;' WIt; this bui advantage of the cassette is chat all taken to Jona; to ftlIiII&.». We ..
- one has to do is put it in tbe machine mitted the I\IIPSliOa for tbe ~
atld push the button. Many students plan In.June 'If 1974. Of
Kenyon-~xeter Student Says Kenyonites Were
Unprepared For English Educational S~
By VICKI BARKER "The professor-student relation-
This fall, Bones Fisher was one of ships were extremely impersonal." he
fifteen students who went to England said. "In tbe larger classes you
to launch the Exeter Program. the couldn't ask questions."
first Kenyon-sponsored overseas The prospect of a five-day week.
study program. This winter, with a end, and an educational system with
minimum of fanfare, Bones Fisher no required reading, papers, or tests
took his place,back in the lunch lines beyond end-of-yeat finals was
of Peirce Hall. During a break.in his certainly appealing, but Fisher had
radio show last ThUrsday night, he reservations.
talked about Exeter, about England, "At flTStwe kin)! of enjoyed it:·
and abour his reasons for returning he said. "It gave everyone a chance
halfway through the year, / to t.vel. People took off for
According to Fisher. the Kenyon weeks-I took off for a week, and
students arrived at Exeter totally traveled to France and around
unprepared for the British London. Other people took off inta
educational system, which takes for Scotland and Ireland .... lt was a
granted immense self-discipline on beautiful'country"."
the part of its students. Fisher had, Unfortunately, he: ~, "k
essentially, a five day week-end, with wasn't until the term W1lSbalf over
all of his five classes on Thursday that I realized that 1 had to work.
and Friday, The classes themselves Atld then it took me a 1on& time: to
were not overly invigoratin~. figure out what to do _ /tow to
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The Sad Scene
Aside from academic concerns, student problems rarely
come to the fore among the serious issues considered by
the college community, It is fitting that the estimable right
of privacy remains, Unfortunately, one can speculate on
the effect social anxiety and jaded attitudes have on the
community at large. Last week. Dr. Shepard, head
counselor at Smythe House, reported the increasing in-
cidence of depressed students in Gambier, Although no
single cause is immediately apparent. several combined
have exacerbated what seems. for some, a prevailing mood
of helplessness. In one instance, Shepard said he knew
"students who have to take a couple of belts of booze
before they go down and eat ... " This is doubtless un-
characteristic for 'most. Yet for more than a few, such
behavior occurs often, if not with regularity. Assertions
that the Gambier environment is the source of this and
similar maladies, perhaps, belies accuracy. But a problem
infrequently discussed remains and it is unlikely that a
solution will be found soon,
It is ironic that at a liberal arts college whose primary,
enduring purpose is to cultivate fruitful and ethical ways
of life, the exact opposite occurs, Tradition is something
which has faded at Kenyon. A pattern of life has been
discarded, and with it has passed a commitment to the
community and the experience fostered by the con-
tributions of its members.
-MAW.
Conduct Unbecoming
.
The increasing destruction of college property in the last
few years should be of great concern. Fundamental rules
of a community are being flouted-a strong response is
necessary,
Rampaging through dorms with baseball bats to destroy
bathrooms, the smashing of street lamps, and the pelting
of windows with rocks is expensive. selfish. and
malevolent. It is a serious indictment of our values when
tolerance. understanding. and leniency supersede the
necessary preservation and respect for basic rules and
property.
The administration of the college is in a difficult
position, It seems clear, however, that we do not need the
presence or money of students who vandalize the campus.
Rather than ask these people to leave for three days and
then return without further censure, they should no longer
be part of this community. Decisive action is necessary,
and should be taken quickly and forcefully.
-D.L.
- .
",-"; ..~
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--F/,lm.sInReview-----'-------------
'Performance'Tn. Rosse
----=------~----------------THOMAS HINCKLEY--
the context of the main action.
Nevertheless. these dissonant
elements, perhaps accidentally, build
tension and angst effectively. While
they cloud the story, they also hint at
the extent and complexity of the
decay in a world that looks as if it
will drop into complete and un-
controllable violence at any moment.
The final effect is not so much
stream-of-consciousness as it. is
nightmarish; a nightmare to which
we are just awakening.
It was this film that gave nseto
Mick Jagger's possibilities as an
actor, causing him to be cast in some
real downers; but here, as Turner, be
is nothing short of excellent. James
Fox is eloquently pathological as
Chase. He is like a pressure cooker
hovering precariously near the
danger point. The soundtrack, while
not as effective as it should be, is a'
musically tasty morsel composed
mostly by Jack Nitzsche, or-
chestrated by Randy Newman and
including the talents of, along with
Newman and Jagger, Merry Clayton,
Buffy St. Marie, Beave{ and Krause,
and Ry Cooder.
Performance is not a film that is
likely to warm the cockles of your
heart, nor' will it put your mind at
ease. Few films are made, however,
with the emotional impact 'and in-
novariveness of Performance. For
this reason, if for no other, it is not
to be missed.
-InsideSenate·----
When Performance first hit the
theaters in 1970, Life magazine's
critic (Richard Schickle, I believe)
panned it, declaring that any film
that can only be appreciated under
the influence of drugs can't be called
art. The following week he retracted
that review praising Performance
after having seen it a second time.
The only thing this anecdote seems
to prove is that Performance is a
troublesome film to get a hold of the
first time around. But when a critic
from a magazine of LIfe's stature
(presuming, of course, that he didn't
start taking drugs in the intervening
week) spends an entire column
retracing a bad notice, something's
going on. The fact is, Performance is
finally as good as it is unique.
It is not common practice for a
filmmaker to plunge the audience
into what seems to be the middle of a
plot without development or ex-
position of any kind. But the
threatening chaos inherent in the
film's theme seems to demand it as it
did in Don Siegel's Dirty Harry.
. At its most superficial, Per-
formance is the story of Chas, a
strongarm man for a protection
syndicate, who runs afoul of his boss
by settling a boyhood (eud with
someone whom the syndicate is
protecting. With both the police and
the syndicate on his tail, Chas seeks
refuge in a flat with a burnt-out
retired rock star, Turner. While
there, Chas is unwittingly slipped
some mescaline and Turner tries 10
dissect his personality through the
ensuing trip.
Chas is continually referred to asa
performer. Harry Flowers, his boss,
admires him for it. When he meets
Turner, he tries to palm himself off
as a juggler. At one point in the film
Anita Pallen berg, one of Turner's
roommates, has a monologue where
she talks about a "demon" all
performers have m their per-
sonalities. She gq,es on to say that
Turner once had this demon but lost
it , forcing him to retire. She then
warns Chas that he has that demon
and Turner knows it. But more
importantly, Turner wants it.
The virtuosity of directors
Nicholas Roeg and Donald Cammell
make the camera one of the more
active participants, used to strip
away the rational facade of the
performance, as Turner does to
Chas , 10 reveal the chaotic beastiality
beneath. It is on this level that the
film succeeds most engagingly.
Montage is used masterfully in this
respect -to evoke the horror lurking
beneath each violent act in the film.
The seconds drag like hours in the
sequence prior 10 Chas' execution of
his boyhood nemesis. The conflict
that leads to the shooting is reduced,
primarily through montage, 10 the
animal basics of the survival of the
fittest. Camera angles also provide a
striking counterpoint to the action.
In a court scene a jury is reduced to a
collection of dummies mostly
through a bizarre camera angle and
an equally bizarre draining of color
from the frame.
In the same scene-the jury' is shown
a film that turns out to be por-
nographic. The camera pans back tl?
the jury to reveal an audience in a
dirty movie house where Chas is
strongarming the manager. Chas
growls, "I think I'll take you out of
the film business." Thus we realize
why the jury is watching a dirty
movie. Chas' syndicate has had the
guy busted. The jury is used as a link
since the trial in the previous scene
does not ostensibly involve the
theater manager. This dramatic shift
iJ1time sequence and scene is another
• device used extensively to suggest
chaos.
The execution is cold, sure, and
bleak. During the sex scenes eyes and
faces ar_e seldom seen. When they
. are. they appear lifeless and empty.
Even here, the reduction is complete .
The focus is bodies writhing without
passion. The visual climax, as well as
the dramatic climax' of this
dangerous journey, comes at the
scene in which Turner sings his
"memo" -possibly one of the most
cinematically intense pieces of film
ever made. Only in this scene do all
the disjointed visual elements unite
with an overwhelming power.
The screenplay by Cammell is"hard
to follow for basically two reasons.
The dialogue is heavily accented and
badly enunciated. While this is a
weakness that at times threatens to
cripple, the sheer power of the image
is usually enough to bridge the gaps
sufficiently. The second and more
important reason seems to be that the
screenplay is weighted down with so
much implie~ significance and so
many relationships between people
and situations that the main thread is
sometimes obscured. There is a
suggestion, in orie instance. of
corruption cultivated by the syn-
dicate thai may run to the highest
levels of government. This idea is
given some development in the
beginning and promptly dropped.
There is also an underlying social
theme of the suppression of blacks.
There is a brief close-up of a black
garage attendant where the rich
respectable gangsters park their
limousine. His face is a picture of
quiet rage about to explode.
The camera also dwells on a black
prostitute in Harry Flowers' night
club.
Finally, in a later scene, the camera
pans. through Turner's decadently
appointed apartment while the La'st
Poets chant "Wake Up Nigger!" in
the background. Again, this un-
derlying theme is never explored in
Athletic
Facilities
-----PAVLMICHEl-
John C. Ward presented Senate
with the Athletics Committee'S
report on a questionnaire regarding
the use of athletic facilities last week.
Ward, chairman of the Athletics
Committee, told Senate that the
results of the survey suggest that
there is a greater interest in athletic
activities among Kenyon students
than the present facilities can ac-
commodate.
The committee has recommended
the construction of a new multi-
purpose indoor facility, although no
recommendation on the location of
such a facility has been made.
President Jordan infonned Senate
.that the college is presently em-
. ploying an analyst to determine the
best location of such a facility. that
would best serve both the North and
South ends of campus.
It was further noted that willie
funds have been allocated for the
study ofa new facility, no fundshavc
been raised or allocated for its
construction.
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Part 1, A History Of The 40's Library Plans
Castles In The Air For The MagicMountain
PLANA
In lite Marclt Githens delivered to
Ihe Ubrll'Y Committee Series A of
the library stWfies. Its overall des~n
was rectangular with the stacks as hs
core G.d many specific collections
bordering it, not far from the floor
plans printed here. Wyman Parker,
Kenyon Librarian. wrote to Githens.
that "everyone on the campus speaks
in glowing tmns of the plans.
Wtmlever I meet a Library Com-
mittee member, there is a beaming
face to simplify my problems."
However, he added, "as the Library
Committee meets but once a week,
consideration of Series A may extend
for sometime. I think the plan is close
enough, to our idealization so that
changes will probably be minor."
But as the committee began its
deliberation dissatisfaction became
evident. Parker wrote Githens of the
problems with Series A. Tbe com-
mittee for the most part desired more
floor space and a lCSllfannal design_
PLANS ..... e
Series B arrived within days. After objections and precise specifications
reviewing it Parker noted with to incorporate in Githens' plans.
despair that be wu" afmid "neither Githens was happy with the
Mr. Oitheas nor Mr. Wheeler un- suasestionsandcommented,"Ibave
derstandjustwbatwehaveinmind," studied with ;reat inter~ your
One wock 1atcr-.ScrD C came in the Ubrary specifications. Clear and
mOloina mail. "The Ulnary excellmt, they seem to me..•.Tbe
Committee fek," wrote Parker, rcst,dt: a ~ilding better in plan and
"that these plane were but a slight perhaps more interesting in exterior
improvement on Series A" and be designthananyofthepreceeding."
suggested that both Gitbens and EVERYBODY W"" HAPPy
Wheeler meet with members of the ~
committee to act a better idea of each In February of 190«7.the last kinks
other's conceptions. In tile interior daip were finallY
Githens had not done well after worked out and, according. to
three tries. But Wheeler. as the Parker, "everyone was pl~"
t.,~. to ~ The OX\Crior, _. wUftill •
miss ely. Hewas tMnle or. contedon. ~ta-'uIt and
Ildvoca a .. opposed AUlust new plans were presmtecl;
to open stacks. Parbr remarked that one each with and wIlbout pit stooe.
"a areat many of IUs eowneatl wete and with and wifbout 'towert:.
not perti~eot to tbc colleae A1thouah variety was not lackina.
lib""l'••~~1ld our Parker reponed to the tII'_ '"
oriaitl6t~.~f ~ .' Cctober that "Dr. a.ahQC1I WU
The iolDt~''''' of JI46 ~PPl' about all of Ihe _
apparently Mldt{liIUJD: <»til. ~."
Gith... ":!!i!Ol'oliH1 ploDo '.Ibr<>uJhout IMII Ihe mov_
I~tcred Jlo .'llIlII" tW b. lIlItI rorth or I'JOPOOOIs _lid
I comlllfttee ...... ~. O~0ft8 conti~ued. Arti.ts'
I By ,_., ... '•••• I£ed ~ ~It fed committee
By RICHARD S. WEST
A new library for Kenyon. the
dream of the forties. was in Its final
stages of development-money had
been received, plans had been ap-
proved. and surveyor's stakes were in
the ground-when it aU went up in
the flames that enJUIfed Old Kenyon .
on the night of the areal flre of 1949.
,oVERFLOWING G.r, ·s
Post-world War II Kenyon was
nearly bursting at the seams.
Hundreds of returning G.l. 's taking
advantage of the Veteran's
Education Bill, made previously
adequate campus fatilities crowded.
Demands for more and more space
moved the college to build temporary
barracks-like dormitories to house
the overflow. An annex was put up
'beside Rosse Hall to supplement the
campus' pbysical education fa<!ilities
and plans were laid to reconstruct a
government airplane hanger on
campus for use as the new
fieldhouse.
Heading the list of priorities for
the years ahead was the construction
of a new library. Alumni Library
(now Ransom Hall) and the Stepherts
Stacks officially housed the college
collection but in fact. wrote English
Department Chainnan Denham
Sutcliffe, books were "spread all
over the campus-in the annex, in
the attic of the bookstore, in the old
shooting' gallery. in department
offices." The result was "crowding.
confusion and discouragement." By
the early months of 1946 the services
of Alfred M. Githens. architect, and
Joseph Wheeler, technical advisor,
were secured to draw up plans for a
'newKenyon library.
~. '.
deliberations, which in turn
produced further specifications and
suggestions. New plans were drawn
up and the process began again.
In October Parker wrote that
"things arc beginning to look up
cencernlng the new library. At
present there is a possibility that the
funds may come from ODesource."
The library was origitullly
projected to cost 5200,000 but soon
the figure was changed to a more
realistic $500,000. However, as post-
war inflation increased and the
committee plodded on, fmal figures
were quoted at Close to-5750.000.
In early February of 1949 the
trustees requested that a new exterior
plan be drawn up based loosely on
the "design of Old Kenyon but
Githens was on the road and the
suggestion lay unread with the rest of
his mail. '
flHE
The architect returDed to New
York in late February aDd. after
going through his mail, glanced
throush the: newspapers which had
accumulated over his v&cation.
Immediately the headline of the Old
Kenyon fire of February 27 caught
his eye.
With the trustee8'letterby his side,
he then spent some time at the
drawiOl board and. following that,
sat down to write to Parker:
"I have been out of town," he
wrote, "and right ·after gcttinl your
letter I read in the 1i'ibclNe of the
tragedy of Old Kenyon."
..... Thouah perhaps now 'tbe
whole situation is changcd ••••one
mi",t go as far as to imagine that,
i~ of an echo of Old Kenyon,
the new library miaht be a
resurrection of Old Kenyon ltsdf,
standina at the head of the sreen. ell
tltdt is left of tbe walls JD~
corporated .' ,
.',.
• .r ,."., '. , ..
4. '~.i .. ' .... ~ ,,'... '.., of.' ~'4 «
.r.-",:..- ........ \, '., '"... ...';- "'., /.,
=
=
Top: The exterior rendering. done in March. 1946 .by AI/red Githens. the (It'-
chirect. The library was trJ be 10000terJon the eJ«ICrspot ....hen elwlmers is no .....
This design incorporates VOriOliSOSpecfSof KeltYon architecture; the bciy ....indow
of Peirce. the top of the jaetJde from S. Mather. and the jrom supports from
HanllQ. Abow: Q"tral Hall. first floor. looking .sourh toward (Aneral Reading
Room. The .wall design reflects a moderated Art Deco opprotlCh. Right: The
interior plans: 1Jfl8enwrt. First and seco1U/ floors. Note the facuJry study farms
and,rhe seminortooms on the secondjJoor. Below: "1"M published exterior design
done in April. 1974.
PlIIRe4
Student
Problems
·At Exeter
{Continuedfrom page 1)
. "For the most part 1 think Duff
was disappointed with our progress.
It wasn't just myself, he told me, that
was doing poor work; most of the
other students were as well ... " •
The conflict between the work
demands in the Kenyon tradition and
in Fisher's words, the most free
atmosphere, the most liberal at-
mosphere of Exeter was unsettling.
"It was very hard 10 put the two
together. In a sense, you could have
said we were going 10 school with
Duff. The English professors asked
for nothing; you "saw them once a
week. You saw Duff every two
weeks, but he made you work."
Fisher's dilemma eventually
evolved into a choice between world
traver and an education as he un-
derstood it. "I thought: 'this is the
only chance I've got to go to college',
and I've always believed a college
education to be important - ex-
tremely important. 1 decided to give
up this once in a lifetime chance of
traveling the world and come back to
Kenyon; I'm paying all this money, 1
might as well get something out of
it."
Although Fisher was the only
student to return, he feels that several
other students were equally
dissatisfied, but preferred to remain
in Exeter. generally because they
either loved England or hated
Kenyon.
"The people over there aren't
happy," he said. "The food's lousy
- that's not an important thing, but
it does help. As for learning
an'ything, it's just not what we had
hoped for. Most" of us are English
majors. We thought, 'well, we'll take
a Shakespeare course and be inspired
to no end.' But I found more in-
Myers New
IFC Prez
(continuedfrom page 1)
"Sooner or later the school will crack
dowii on vandalism," Myers warned,
"and when it does, it'll be hard."
But Myers said that some ad-
ministrators overestimate the extent
of jhe vandalism. Furthermore,
Myers feels that the administration's
concern over food fights is especially
unfounded. )'1 understand Dean.
Edwards' dilemma and can see his
reasoning. but frankly. in no way do
I see food fights to be in [he same
category as the other types of van-
dalism. "1 admit that they should be
cut down as much as possible. but 1
don't think anyone can do it," said
Myers. "Food fights are a way of
life."
"Another problem facing IF(:; it's
broke. Dick Parke (former IFC
president) has done an excellent job
in dealing with this problem, but
we're still in trouble. Payment of
dues this year should put us back in
the black again."
As for the possibility of women
living on the Hill, Myers was non-
committal.
"I feel the Peeps and Psi U's have
the right to have their female
members living with them in their
divisions, but other fraternities'
rights must be considered. I don't
think the issue will be brought up in
the near future. When the problem
comes up, we'll deal with it. The
feelings of each of the fraternities
will be considered."
Myers is the IFC's first sophomore
president. He says: "Despite having
lived on the Hill only one semester, I
think I do have enough experience to
know what the fraternities want. In a
way, I think 1 see the Hill in a more
positive light than man)' in that I've
yet to become 'hardened' by it-I can
.still.seethe Hill's beauty."
spirution from Fred Turner in a
Shakespeare course last year. than
from professors there. 'Exeter is a
new school (it received its charter in
the'195-0's), arid I don't believe the
professors are as good there as the
professors are here at Kenvon. "
Fisher is not bitter· about his
Exeter experience. although he does
wish hc'd known more about the type
of educational system he was getting
into. "I just thought I was going to
be going to another Kenyon," he
said. "I didn't know it would be this.
free."
Still seeing merits in a junior year
abroad, Fisher says "ir's probably
one of the greatest experiences aile
person can have, to travel in another
country. and not just travel, but to
stay in one place for a long time, and
get to know the people."
He suggests that applicants to the
program consider the amount of self-
discipline they will be required to
have. if they're to learn anything
there. Too. when it comes to a social
life. he said, "you'll have to expect a
radical change, People just aren't
going to come out of their rooms as
you're used to doing at Kenyon;
people just aren't going to be out
playing frisbce and running around.
People arc going to be in their rooms,
offering you a cup of coffee, inviting
you to come down and talk, to sit
..,.around and listen to 'some soft
music."
Fisher intends to return to
England, as soo,\ as it is financially
feasible. "I was in love with
England, but this was my only
chance ....to go to college ... I've come
back with a very different view 01
Kenyon which. I'm told, 99070 of the
people who come back do. I' ap-
preciate Kenyon now. I appreciate
what it can teach mc...
"I knew I'd get a lot out of
Kenyon; I knew I'd learn an awful
lot, if only how to work, which is
something you need t'o know if I
you're going to Exeter. I'm still
learning that at Kenyon. I don't
think I was ready for that kind of
education.' ,
President Jordan will hold open
office hours on February 16, 2:30-
3:30 p.m. and on February 17,9:15-
10:30a.m.
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Top-Ranked In OAC
Swimmers Make Strong
Showing; Bow To 'Skins
By BO JEFFERS
With another two meets behind
them, the swimming team is still
riding at a solid .500 percentage.
They are now 4-4, after a loss to
Miami University and a win at
Oberlin. The Lords' conference
record is 3..().
Friday night, Kenyon hosted the
Miami Redskins. As in the meet with
Bowling Green State last month, the
Lords moved to an early lead, only to
see it dwindle into a deficit by the end
of the required diving. The Redskins
had several top-night swimmers in
their best events, making it im-
possible for us to catch up. Itmust be
said that Miami scored fewer points
against Kenyon this year than any of
the last three; the final score of the
meet was 74-39. Several Lord
swimmers had time-drops worth
noting: Tim Bridgham's 2oo-yd.
freestyle effort was fast enough to
move him ahead of Bruce Morton as
the best current time in the OAC.
Bruce got even with Tim, though,
taking over the number one spot in
the 500-yd. free with a tremendous
swim later on that evening. The 400-
yd. medley relay of Ruppert, McGue,
Barrie, and Robrock did well, also.
Jim Robrock's IOO-yd.freestyle split
in that race was his best-ever for thai
distance.
Things brightened up with
Saturday's Ohio Conference dual-
meet against the Yeomen of Oberlin.
Since conference will be held at the
Obies' superb facilities' next
month, Oberlin's coach agreed 10
substitute the I65Q-yd. free and the
4OO-yd. I.M. for the 1000 and the
ZOO-yd. l.M., because the longer
events are both part of the unique
three-day championship schedule.
Tim Bridgham once again made the
near-impossible look routine; he won
. the 1650 in the incredible time of
17:07. There are several hundred
students and faculty here who will
remember Jed Davis' winning effort
in that race two. years ago at con-
ference. If you recall, Jed's time of
17:05 set the OAC record by over
eight seconds-and Jed was fully
tapered and shaved down! Jake
Layton broke ZOOpoints for the first
time this season in the l-M diving,
and is now ranked fourth in the OAC
on the lower board. Kenyon Coach
Jim Steen entered several swimmers
as exhibition competitors, keeping
the score of a very one-sided meet
respectable: we won 68-52.
Three weeks from today, the team
will travel to Oberlin 10 defend the
longest streak of conference
championships in the history of,
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Swimmers In action at Schaffer pool last week.
collegiate Sports. It has been said that
Kenyon's incredible fan-support was
alone responsible for the winning
edge in several recent yearsj
providing the twenty points that beat
Denison 453-435 in 1973 and
boosting Kenyon's margin of victory
last year to fifty in another close
championship. Wooster is
threatening to break 400 points in
this year's OAC meet, which means
another tough year for Kenyon, and
the fact that the Lords are not un-
derdogs for the first time in three
years in no way implies that Kenyon
won't be facing top-notch ad-
versaries this March 4th, Sth, and
6th.
Erratic Lords Topple Heidelberg 77-60;
Hope For Playoff Berth; Defense Surges
By CHUCK SCHUSSHt:lM
Saturday night's victory over
Heidelberg 'proved to be one more
baffling chapter in this year's
basketball season. The on-again, off-
again Lords restored the hopes of
many who had seen flashes of the
team's talent but who were convinced
that this was not to be Kenyon's year.
This time the Lords convincingly
overcame Heidelberg,' a team that
had handed them their worst defeat
of the season, 77-60 on January 13.
Led by Tim Appleton's ZOpoints, 1Z
by Dan Martin, and more of the
accurate free throw shooting that
ranks them among the best in the
Country, the Lords triumphed 61-50,
and arc once again very much alive in
the race for the OAC's Northern
Division Championship.
From the outset the game was a
defensive battle, as both teams were
forced into a deliberate style of play.
Yet Kenyon displayed more patience
.han their highly touted opponents
and utilized efficient offensive
execution and an intelligent selection
of shots in gaining the game's upper
band.
With half of the first period gone
Intramural Basketball
Kenyon got its first break when
Heidelberg turned the ball over three
successive times enabling the Lords
to fast break for three easy buckets to
take a 16-12 lead. Dan Martin and
Tim Appleton continued to block off
the inside and their efforts were
complemented by Andy Johnston
who contained Heideberg's leading
scorer, Mark Chrislip. Then the
Lords broke the game open with II
consecutive points. The spurt was
aided by the Heidelberg coach whose
protestations of a foul resulted in not
only a technical foul shot, but also
gave Kenyon possession of the-ball
and enabled Tim Appleton to hit a
long jump shot to complete a five
point play. Thus Kenyon took a 36-
21 lead at the half. In shooting 63'70
from the floor and holding
Heidelberg to their season's lowest
single period scoring production the
lords had played one of their most
impressive halves of the season.
At the outset of the second half
Heidelberg began to put the
defensive clamps on the Lords, as
Kenyon attempted only 19 field goals
in the second half (making 8 of
them). Nevertheless, the Lords
continued to play strong defense and
the ruffled Princes,. failing to
execute and missing on countless
easy shots, managed to sink only 12
of 34 shots. Thus Kenyon's lead was
never threatened and the game was
clearly in hand when Coach Zak
cleared the bench and placed his
exubetant , but seldom seen
replacements onto the floor with the
Lords holding a 58-45 lead. At the
conclusion, Kenyon had held on for a
61-50 victory and the throng that
made the trip down from Heidelberg
left wohdering if they had just
watched the same outfit that
Heidelberg had so soundly thrashed
n only weeks before.
~ In jus post-game remarks Coacht Zak attributed Kenyon's turnaround
~ to "one of our best defensive efforts.
§ We made the ne<:essary adjustments
g. and kept them outside." Zak now
; anticipates a tight finish and still has
~ hopes of securing one of the four
; divisional homecourt berths in the
~ OAC playoffs. Only two games
!! separate the Northern Division's first
and last place teams.
•••
The swim meet at Ohio State two
weeks ago provided an interesting
sidehgnt: the chance to talk with.
3SU Head Swimming Coach Dick
310an - coach of Kenyon's
swimming team for seven years,
taking over from Dick Russell in
1968. He left Kenyon last year when
Ohio State offered him the head post
there. While at Kenyon, he coached
several college-division national
champions, including Doug Neff,
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Bill Koller, and two-time NCAA-CD
record-holder Rich James. He was
j
also the Kenyon coach when the
Lords tied, and then broke Yale's
fifty-year-old NCAA record of
twenty consecutive conference wins.
Sloan expressed general en-
thusiasum with his post at OSU. He
has available an enure department
devoted to Physical Education,
whose financial and personnel
resources are helpful in training and
'0 recruiting national-caliber swimmers.i He indicated that the rapport and
~ cooperation between himself and
-g. other elements -of the Phys. Ed.
g, program at Ohio State has made hiso
!l coaching job a lot easier. At OSU,i recruiting is the biggest headache for
'" a coach; and Sloan conceded that it
'" occupied more of his time at State!than it did at Kenyon. On the other
- hand, he was most enthusiastic about
the relative diversity of academics
that OSU can offer prospective
swimmers. "At Kenyon, I had to
turn down someone who expressed
an interest in, say, architecture, but
here, interest in a specialized field is
no obstacle to recruiting," he
commented. He went on to say that
most of the OSU swimmers were
comparable students to their Kenyon
counterparts; quoting several GPAs
in the 3.5·3.9 range. Although he
misses Kenyon's special place in the
world of swimming, he thinks that
his new job has been a step up for
him
Bad News On All Fronts
For Beleaguered Wrestlers
By GERARD IACANGELQ
The winless Kenyon wrestling team
was out of its league last Saturday,
the Lords were zapped by both Ohio
Northern and Capital in a triangular
meet at ONU. The question remains:
in what league does Kenyon belong?
Thus far in the season, Kenyon has
boosted the records and egos of seven
different Ohio teams; Capital is
already a three time beneficiary.
In all fairness to the Lords, they
have been underdogs all season. Co-
captain Dan Weinberg and
heavyweight Gregg Kalifut have seen
little action this year due to injuries.
Kenyon also lost the services of
Willie Swingle, a promising freshman
who left the team for personal
reasons.
At ONU neither Kenyon nor
Capital could touch the defending
OAC champs for a single victory.
Unlike Kenyon, ONU is an
athletically oriented school which
recruits its wrestlers. On Saturday
they had two grapplers on hand in a
number of weight classes. Kenyon,
lacking depth, forfeited several
weights and aU the Lords were
competing at a weight below their
normal class level.
While the grapplers were being
shut out by ONU they wert' also
getting squashed by ~pital, against
whom they had hoped to do better,
Many of the matches were close, but
only Kevin Hawke was able to pun
out .a victory with a decision at 1SO
pounds. The final scores were:
Capital 40, Kenyon 3; and Ohio
Northern 43, Kenyon O.
Cindermen Run Out
Of Gas At Denison
By DAVID TROUP
Lacking the depth necessaty for
success in a relay meet, Kenyon's
indoor track team fared poorly at last
Saturday's Livingston Relays, held at
Denison Univ.crsity. Only a sixth
place finish by the mile relay team of
senior Jamie Doucett, sophomores
Andy Homer and Chris Mayne, and
freshmtlR Bob Brody averted a
complete shutout for the Lords.
"We were only three men deep in
most of the relays while there has to
be a balance among all four of the
runners," said Coach Don White. In
addition, "m.yon lacked the man-
power needed to eater any teanu m
the field event relays.
. The team Ibould tiw. a IIDI:Gb
better showlna in ill ~
meets, the first of whiCh is
Saturday apinst Nt Vo
Nazaren..... H';_. Co~
tbe Wertheimer fie14houH
Individualperfonnanc:es plaYi
more prominent role ill tbcse
and the Lorcb have several
individuals. As a res~ then
be scme exciting competition
at the flCldbouse for ,.
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FILMSat ROSS£
Shadow of a Deubr
Shadow of a Doubt. Directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by
Thornton Wilder, Alrca Reville and
Sally. Benson. With Joseph Cotten,
Teresa Wright, Hume Cronyn and
MacDonald Carey. 1943, B& W, 108
min.
Alfred Hitchcock has often said
that 'Shadow of a Doubt is his
favorite among his American pic-
tures, and most critics agree that it is
one of his masterpieces. The film
takes place in a quiet California
town, where a young girl is visited by
her mysterious Uncle Charlie. The
girl feels a strong bond with her
uncle, but soon begins to suspect that
he may be the notorious •'Merry
Widow Murderer", who marries rich
women and then kills them. Shadow
of a Doubt' is strong on the
psychological suspense of which
Hitchcock is a master, and also has a
greater realism than most Hitchcock
films, since it was made on location
in Santa Rosa, California. The expert
script is by the well-known novelist
and playwright Thornton Wilder,
and the excellent cast includes Joseph
Cotten as Uncle Charlie, Teresa
Wright, and Hume Cronyn as a nosy
reader of cheap fiction.
Performance
Performance. Directed by Donald
Cam mel and Nicholas Roeg.
Screenplay by Cammel. With James
Fox, Mick Jagger, Ontta Pallenberg
and Michelle Breton. 1970, Color,
100min. Rated X.
Performance has been described
by The New York Times as "the
ultimate metaphysical comic-strip."
In the film, James Fox plays a
gangster who hides out from his
vengeful enemIeS in the townhouse of
a retired rock star, played by Mick
Jagger. There he develops a complex
relationship with Jagger and his
female houseguests: the theme of the
film has something to do with role
playing and identity reversal-that is,
with "performance".
The underworld of contemporary
London, where the film was shot, is
reflected in the garish colors, lurid
setlings, and frequent shock effects
used by co-directors Donald Cammer
and Nicholas Roeg. There is much
that is violent and more than slightly
perverse in Performance. But in spite
of the film's controversial nature,
there is no denying the talent and
sheer virtuosity that went into its
making. Particularly outstanding is
the cinematography of Roeg, who
previously worked on such prestige
projects as Lawrence 0/ Arabia and
Far From the Madding Crowd. An
added incentive for seeing the picture
is that Randy Newman is featured on
the soundtrack, along with a song
called "Memo from Turner",
written and sung by Jagger.
LeMillion
Le Million. Directed by Rene Clair.
Screenplay by Clair. Music by G.
Berr and M. Gillemaud. With Rene
Lefevre, Annabella and Louis
Alibert. 1931, B & W, 85 min.
French, subtitles.
A peppery, musical farce, made
some forty years ago, that ranges in
tone from slapstick to wry satire, and
still holds up beautifully. Le Million
tells of the frantic search for a
winning lottery ticket in Paris of the
1930's. Under the capricious
direction of Rene Clair: a highly
regarded French filmmaker' who later
worked in Hollywood, the story and
its frenzied characters come to life.
One critic calls Le Million "an
exercise in the unexpected; a rich
combination of farce, burlesque,
travesty and satire."
For most, this remains Clair's
finest and most durable work. The
pace is still feverish, the performers
gifted, and the whole affair,
deliciously implausible. Le Million is
a JOYousand fully engaging piece of
absurdity.
Red Psetm
Red Psalm. Directed by Miklos
Jancso . Screenplay by Gyula
Hernadi. With Andreas Balint,
Byongi Burus and Jozsef Madaros.
1971, Color, 89 min. Hungarian,
subtitled. '
Miklos Jancso won the Best
Director Prize at the 1972 Cannes
Film Festival for Red Psalm, which
was also shown at the 1972 New York
and San Francisco Film Festivals. In
this, one of his most impressively
photographed films, Jancso
characteristically depicts a world of
constantly shifting balances of power
between revolutionary and counter-
revolutionary forces. The setting is
Hungary in the 1890's, which saw the
emergence of agrarian socialist
movements, comprised largely of
poor peasants, dedicated to removing
the last remnants of feudalism.
Jancso explores his subject obliquely:
instead of a realistic historic account,
he Creates a folk tale, an allegory, a
ritualistic portrayal of revolution
that takes on a universal feeling and
significance.
Thursday, February 12
4: 10 p.m.-Bio Lecture Series -
"The Evolution of Plants in
Response to Human Activities," Dr.
W. H. Murdy, Bio Dept., Emory
University, Bic Aud.
4:15 p.m.-Student Center Corn-
mitree Meeting, Student Center
Room ttl.
5:30 p.m.-German Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Student Affairs Com-
mince Meeting, Lower Dempsey
Lounge. •
7:00 p.m.-Discussion and
Workshop, led by Dr. Glenda
Enderle, sponsored by the Women's
Center, Peirce Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-Lecture - "Time, Mind,
and the self," Prof. J. T. Fraser,
History of- Science Depr., Fordham
University, Bio Aud.
8:30 p.m.-Bridge Over The River
Kwai (fihn), sponsored by the
Archon Society, Rosse Hall.
Friday, February 13
5: 15 p.m.-International Student
Forum Table, Gund Large Private
Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-Men's Swimming against
Muskingum College at New Con-
cord, Ohio.
7:30 p.m.-Reading - Infonnal
Discussion - "Moral Education,"
Prof. Ronald McLaren, Philosophy
Dept., Kenyon ColLege, co-
sponsored by Psi U Fraternity and
Kenyon Symposium, Fourth Floor
North Leonard, Psi U Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-Shadow of a Doubt
(film), Rosse Hall.
9:00 p.m.-12:oo a.m.-Coffee House
open, Student Center.
10:00 p.m.-Performance (film),
Rosse Hall.
SliturdllY, February 14
1:00 p.m.-Track against Heidelberg
Along Middle Path
Thursday, February 19
4:15 p.m.-Women's Center
Meeting, Peirce Lounge.
4:15 p.m.-Studenr Center Com-
mittee Meeting, Student Center
Room ttl.
5:30 p.m.-German Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Student Affairs Com·
mittee Meeting, Lower Dempsey
Lounge.!
7:30 ,p.m.-Women's Basketball
Monday, February 16 against Denison University at
4:15 p,m.-Collegian Executive Fieldhouse.
Board Meeting, CollegianOffice. r'F===;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;";;;i
5:30 p.m.-French Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-IFC Meeting, Lower
Dempsey Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-League of Women
Voters Meeting - Topic ~ealth
Facilities in Knox County," Lower
Dempsey Hall.
College and Nazarene College,
Fieldhouse.
1:00 p.m.-Women's Basketball
against Marietta College at Marietta.
Ohio.
2:00 p.m.-Men's Swimming against
Ohio Wesleyan University at Shaffer
Pool.
7:30 p.m.-Men's Basketball against
Oberlin College at Fieldhouse.
8:00 p.m.-Le Million (film), Rosse
Hall.
10:00 p.m.-Shadow of a Doubt
(film), Rosse Hall.
Sunday, February 15
1:30 p.m.c-Chess Club Meeting,
Student Center Coffee Shop.
5: 15 .p.m.c-Christlen Fellowship
Dinner Meeting, Gund Large Private
Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Performance. (film),
Rosse Hall.
8:00 p.m.-Bridge Club Meeting,
Gund Large Private Dining Room.
10:00 p.m.-Le Mil/ion (film), Rosse
Hall.
Tuesday, February J7
5:30 p.m.-Spanish Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Modern Greek 'Table,
Gund Small Private Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-Food Committee
Meeting, Lower Dempsey Lounge.
7:30 p.m.-Men's Basketball against
Mt. Union College at Fieldhouse.
By DONNASCHOENEGGE
Wednesday, February 18
4:10 p.m.-Senate Meeting,
Ascension 109.
6:00 p.m.-Italian Table, Gund
Large Private Dining Room.
7:30 p.m.-Wrestling against
Malone and Muskingum Colleges,
New Concord, Ohio.
8:00 p.m.-Bicentennial Lecture -
"The, Impact of the American
Revolution on Britain," Prof. J. H.
Plumb, Christ's College, University
of Cambridge, Rosse Hall.
10:00 p.m.-Red Psalm (film), Rosse
Hall.
ECONOMY,
TYPEWRITER
CO.
"For typewriter repairs
and servic.e, contac.t
Harold Milligan:
Jbone 397-8580
February U, 197
Mt. Vernon
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Make Sense ...
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I MOUNT VEIlINON
11-5:30 MOnday •-Tuesday. Wednesday
Friday & Sat ... day
Closed Th... sda & Sunday
POETRY IN MODERN JAPAN:
A SYMPOSIUM
sponsored by the G.L.C.A. Center for
East Asian Studies & Kenyon College
FRIDAY, FEB. 13 & SATURDAY, FEB. 14
Featured speaker: Ikuko Atsuml, one of Japan's leading women
poets. She is a translator and literary schcter. currently on leave
from Aoyema Gakuin University in Tokyo, where she Is a
professor of English Literature.
SCHEDULE
FRIDAY
4:30-6:00 p.m.-Film: "Japan's Literary and Cultural Heritage",
Rosse Halt.
8:00-9:30 p.m.-Poetry Reading and Commentary by Ikuko
Ateumt, Biology Auditorium.
A reception in the Peirce StUdy Lounge will follow the
reading.
SATURDAY
8:30a.m.-Film: (see Friday)
9:30 a.m.-Symposium: "Contemporary and Women's Poetry
in Japan," an address by Ikuko Atsuml: "Poetry In Modern
Japan: Its Heritageand Future".
Comments by Kyrla Lowe (Kenyon): "Women as Poets".
Harold Wright (Antioch): "The Art of Translation".
Moderator: Prof. Frederick Turner
-Philomathesian Hall
Acareer in law-
wnhou. law schoOl.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
unoerqraduate education and a challenging, respon-
Sible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to dq
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills-the courses are taught by lawyers. You
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